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The appearance of a second edition of this 
PDUYHORXV�ERRN�D�IHZ�\HDUV�DIWHU�LWV�ˋUVW�

publication is hardly surprising. The questions 
it asks and the replies it gives resonate with 
primary cultural concerns of this historical 
moment, as well as architecture itself.
 A range of building types appears on the 
pages of this book, dating from what might 
be called the middle period of O’Donnell + 
Tuomey’s work, 1999-2012. The buildings 
are documented selectively and interpreted 
thematically. Types, topics, and techniques 
title the chapters, while the sites the reader 
visits are found in Ireland and elsewhere in 
(XURSH��$OWKRXJK�WKH�WH[W�SHQHWUDWHV�DQG�WKH�
images illustrate issues that are commonly 
called theoretical or conceptual, key themes 
aren’t ‘applied’ to buildings, as if they pre- 
and post-dated project development and 
experience, or existed in some high-altitude 
conceptual domain, but emerge rather more 
naturally, or unobtrusively out of the exigencies 
of practice, kinds of perception, and habits 
of thought. Fellow travellers in architecture 
make appearances as the story unfolds, some 
from recent years – James Stirling, Alvaro Siza, 
and Aldo Rossi, for example – plus a pair from 
awhile back – Palladio and Alberti. But writers 
and poets also have their roles: Maurice Craig, 
Gerald Manley Hopkins, Tim Robinson and (off 
stage, but palpably present) Seamus Heaney. 
The involvement of this second group widens 
the work’s path into broader cultural territories.
 The several ways architects think are also 
vividly evident on these pages: preliminary 
sketches that are equally economical and 
projective; diagrams and study models that 
attest to both reversals and advances within 
the design process; evocative watercolours 
that suggest both the ‘play of bodies in light’ 
and landscape, lucid orthographic drawings 
ZLWK�KLJK�FRQWUDVW�DQG�VKDUS�GHˋQLWLRQ��DQG�
carefully selected views that disclose intricacies 
RI�VSDWLDO�FRQˋJXUDWLRQ�DQG�HPEHGGHGQHVV�LQ�
ambient topographies – rarely frontal, often 
REOLTXH��ˋOOLQJ�WKH�IRUHJURXQG�EXW�DOORZLQJ�
glimpses of attractive depth.
� +HUH��SURIHVVLRQDOV�ZLOO�ˋQG�PXFK�QHHGHG�
assurance that high-quality work can be 

achieved in times and places that seem so 
very unpropitious. Students will see that 
their concerns are not theirs alone, that the 
best of contemporary architecture is at its 
best when it addresses today’s urgencies: 
restructuring the public domain to make it 
more just; participating within, not neglecting 
or interfering with the patterns of the natural 
world; and communicating in architecture 
through forms and materials whose density of 
content far surpasses the thin and ephemeral 
imagery distributed so widely through the 
many channels of current media. Teachers too 
will delight in this work, for these drawings, 
photos, and texts are exemplary instances of 
the exploratory habit of eye and mind they try 
to awaken in their students.
 But as I’ve said, the work shown here widens 
architecture’s path, into the country lanes and 
city streets of contemporary culture. The quiet 
and insistent humanity of the work is just as 
HYLGHQW�LQ�WKH�RSHQLQJ�DFFRXQW�RI�RIˋFH�FXOWXUH�
as in the work itself, reminding readers why our 
lives are wonderfully enriched when society 
gives itself ‘space for architecture’.  
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